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QUESTION 1
Which two of the following are displayed within the Smart Panel of the Cúram user interface?Which two of
the following are 
displayed within the Smart Panel of the Cúram user interface?

A. Shortcuts

B. Quick Notes http://www-03.ibm.com/certify/tests/objC2170-011.shtml 

C. Pods

D. Advisor

E. Calendar

Correct Answer: BD

QUESTION 2
Cam raises which of the following to inform the workflow management system that a task has been
completed?Cúram raises which of the following to inform the workflow management system that a task
has been completed?

A. Task

B. Process instance

C. Event

D. Workflow data object

E. Activity

Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 3
Which three of the following are components of an application tab in the Cam user interface?Which three
of the following are 
components of an application tab in the Cúram user interface?

A. Page group navigation bar

B. Application sections

C. Modal dialog

D. Shortcuts panel

E. Context panel

F. Navigation bar

Correct Answer: AEF

QUESTION 4
Which of the following statements about sub-rule sets is true?

A. They are reusable subsets of rule list groups

B. They enable the ability to define, maintain, and execute rules over time

C. They are outcomes of passing eligibility

D. They are reusable subsets of objectives

E. They are reusable subsets of rules

Correct Answer: E

QUESTION 5
Which of the following allows for the testing of Classic rule sets before the rules development process is
complete?

A. Rules editor
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B. Rule group

C. Rules simulation environment

D. Rule list group

E. Loader

Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 6
Which two of the following must be present in a Classic rule set?

A. One main rule group

B. One main rule list group

C. One main objective list group

D. One main sub-rule set

E. One main objective group

Correct Answer: AE

QUESTION 7
Which three of the following are the three major components of the Cam user interface?Which three of the
following are the 
three major components of the Cúram user interface?

A. Calendar icon

B. Shortcuts panel

C. Dropdown toggle

D. Application banner

E. Application tabs

F. Help icon

Correct Answer: BDE

QUESTION 8
Which three of the following are types of action menu in the Cam user interface?Which three of the
following are types of 
action menu in the Cúram user interface?

A. Toggle

B. Banner

C. List

D. Page

E. Tab

F. Spin box

Correct Answer: CDE

QUESTION 9
Which three of the following are components of the IBM Cam Social Program Management Platform?
Which three of the following are components of the IBM Cúram Social Program Management Platform?

A. Universal Access

B. Participant Management

C. Administration Suite

D. Appeals

E. Child Welfare

F. Evidence Management
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Correct Answer: BCF

QUESTION 10
Which three of the following statements about outcome plan goals are true?

A. An outcome plan can contain more than one goal

B. A goal must have an expected end date

C. Each participant in an outcome plan must be assigned their own goal

D. Goals represent the main needs and barriers that affect the clients

E. Goals must be configured by the administrator

F. A goal can be broken into several sub-goals

Correct Answer: ABE

QUESTION 11
Which two of the following statements about outcome plan agreements are true?

A. After signing an agreement, the client must undergo an assessment

B. An agreement cannot be changed once it has been printed

C. A single agreement can exist between the organization and multiple clients

D. An agreement determines which factors are contained in the assessment

Correct Answer: CD

QUESTION 12
"Walk two kilometers each day" is an example of which type of outcome plan activity?

A. Referral

B. Action

C. Service

D. Factor

E. Assessment

Correct Answer: B

QUESTION 13
Which two of the following statements about the Citizen Account in Universal Access are true?

A. It is a client-facing application that allows citizens to securely apply for programs and perform triage
and screening

B. A citizen does not have to be a registered Cam participant in order to create a Citizen Account

C. The layout of the Citizen Account screen depends on the client's product delivery cases

D. Second-level authentication is mandatory for logging into the Citizen Account

E. The Citizen Account home page contains four main sections

Correct Answer: AE

QUESTION 14
In an Outcome Management assessment, "Primary Caregiver" and "Focus Child" are examples of which
concept?

A. Nominee

B. Role

C. User

D. Participant

E. Target
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Correct Answer: B

QUESTION 15
Which three of the following statements about Cam Universal Access are true?Which three of the following
statements about 
Cúram Universal Access are true?

A. It enables several agencies to cooperate online in the service of clients

B. It enables citizens to perform key tasks with real-time, online assistance from an agency worker

C. It enables a citizen to screen themselves to determine their potential eligibility for the programs offered
by a specific agency

D. It enables citizens to submit actual applications for programs and services

E. It is a configurable application that enables citizens to interact with agencies via the Internet

F. It enables citizens to interact directly with service providers with no need for agency involvement

Correct Answer: CDE

QUESTION 16
Which four of the following items of information about providers can Cúram Provider Management store?

Which four of the following items of information about providers can Cúram Provider Management store?

A. Details of the services the provider offers

B. The facilities in which third-party services are delivered

C. The contracts that specify the terms under which service delivery takes place

D. Details of the professional background and qualifications of staff who work for providers

E. Details of the recruitment policy and staff performance metrics used by the provider

F. Testimonials about providers submitted by previous participants

G. Details of the planned vacations of provider staff

Correct Answer: ABCD

QUESTION 17
Which two of the following provider search features does Universal Access provide to citizens?

A. It enables a citizen to search for providers in a particular area

B. It dynamically adjusts the search area according to the citizen's stated location

C. It allows the citizen to display providers outside the dynamically generated search area

D. It displays a provider's name, address, and phone number only

E. It manages the providers displayed on the results and all agency and citizen interactions with them

Correct Answer: AB

QUESTION 18
A caseworker is attempting to view a Person Home Page. Which three of the following items associated
with the caseworker 
will determine whether they are allowed to view the page?

A. Position

B. Organization unit

C. Security role

D. Sensitivity

E. Job

F. Location

Correct Answer: CDF
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